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Get Paid to Borrow – Monetary Madness? 
This is not a timing piece, this is a gut check. We think it makes little sense that the world’s most 
indebted major economy, the one with arguably the worst growth prospects due to its rapidly 
aging population, should have borrowers lining up to give it money and pay for the privilege of 
owning the debt. We are referring to Japan to make a point, but some of the same reasoning 
applies anywhere that long-term government bond yields are negative, such as Germany and 
Switzerland. A buyer of long maturity bonds with negative interest rates could simply want to own 
the currency, or they may have a pessimistic outlook for long-term economic growth/ inflation. At 
RiverFront, we regard bonds with negative yields as unattractive Think about it: a portfolio of 
negative yielding bonds could be regarded as a liability, not an asset. 

Negative rates in practice: Governments issuing debt at negative interest rates are not 
expecting their bond holders to mail in monthly checks; rather, the buyers pay a premium for a 
bond that pays no interest, recognizing that the bond will mature at a price below what the buyer 
paid. That way, the loss (or negative interest rate) is built in. If you borrow from the Japanese 
government in yen, then there should be no risk that they fail to pay you back in yen (as they 
control the printing press) so let’s assume no risk of default. The risks instead are absolute and 
relative. In absolute terms, the prices of these bonds will likely fall if either economic growth or 
inflation accelerates. In relative terms, the risk is that there is the opportunity to make a positive 
return in something else, rather than locking in a negative return. 

Why buy? The reason an independent, impartial investor has historically demanded to be paid 
interest is to compensate them for inflation or a loss of purchasing power while owning the bond. 
Thus, an investor buying a government bond at a negative yield is likely doing so in the belief that 
inflation will fall by more than the decline in the value of the bond. In other words, the buyer 
expects a positive return relative to inflation or positive real interest rates. This is perhaps easier 
to understand in a world of rising inflation and positive interest rates, but the principal is the same. 
Until recently, Japan had much lower interest rates than other countries, but it also had falling 
prices (deflation), so the spread between its interest rate and inflation – its real interest rate – was 
comparable (see Weekly Chart on page 2). At current interest rates, who is buying negative 
interest rate bonds? We suggest the following: 

 The Central Bank: The Bank of Japan is still actively increasing its holdings, ironically with 
 the goal of creating the inflation that will make the purchasing of bonds a bad investment. 

 Natural owners of yen (i.e. domestic savers and financial institutions): A yen-based saver who 
 wants or is required to keep a portion in yen, and who wants a government guarantee, has to 
 accept prevailing negative rates. (The option for the same investor to buy US dollar debt with a 
 positive interest rate and hedge out the currency risk is part of why we think US  rates can 
 continue to fall. In a relative world, we believe it is a compelling trade.)  

 Speculators: Those who believe Japanese rates will go more negative before they turn,  and 
 those who simply trade on momentum. Also those expecting further yen appreciation, since 
 currency moves often dwarf interest rate levels. 

 Investors: Those who believe the vice grip of deflation has its lock on Japan and that the 
 central bank doesn’t have the fortitude to resort to more bold money printing to turn the tide. 

We choose not to be among the buyers of negative interest rate debt. We believe deflation, if not 
reversed, will continue to damage Japan’s economy, and thus Japan’s ability to pay back its debt, 
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making further drastic monetary policy likely. As mentioned, Japan is not the only country with negative interest rates. 
Switzerland was the first country to take interest rates negative, in part to try and penalize speculators who were bidding 
up the value of the Swiss franc. Like gold, the Swiss currency is seen as a safe-haven and investor’s desire to own it, 
despite negative rates, is easier to understand. Germany is arguably the strongest, best managed economy in the Euro 
block, and as a result has the lowest 10-year bond yield. Relative to the other Eurozone countries this seems rational, but 
as with Japan, we have no desire to own German bonds, especially when US bond yields are positive. US yields are 
currently positive, which we think merely makes them relatively attractive in a world of unattractive choices. 

THE WEEKLY CHART: STEADY DECLINE IN REAL YIELDS 

 

Source: RiverFront Investment Group, Thomson Reuters Datastream. Please see below for important disclosure information. 

Our chart above shows real 10-year government bond yields (adjusted for local headline inflation rates) for the US, Germany, 
and Japan. Japan’s low nominal yields were offset by deflation and low inflation during most of this timeframe, making real 
interest rates comparable. We suggest focusing on the trends, as headline inflation is volatile. In the 1990’s, US and German 
real interest rates averaged 4%, and Japan’s were slightly lower. The memory of high inflation during the previous 15 years 
caused investors to be vigilant about its potential return. How investors would love those yields now! Since 2000, real interest 
rates have gradually declined towards zero as central banks have become sustained buyers and investors appear to have no 
concerns about future inflation. We think this makes for poor risk/reward to anyone buying at current yield levels. 

Important Disclosure Information 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. 
High-yield securities (including junk bonds) are subject to greater risk of loss of principal and interest, including default risk, than higher-rated securities. 

ETFs are subject to substantially the same risks as those associated with the direct ownership of the securities comprising the index on which the ETF is 
based.  Additionally, the value of the investment will fluctuate in response to the performance of the underlying index. ETFs typically incur fees that are 
separate from those fees charged by RiverFront. Therefore, investments in ETFs will result in the layering of expenses. 
Investments in international and emerging markets securities include exposure to risks such as currency fluctuations, foreign taxes and regulations, and the 
potential for illiquid markets and political instability. 

Strategies seeking higher returns generally have a greater allocation to equities.  These strategies also carry higher risks and are subject to a greater degree 
of market volatility. 

Using a currency hedge or a currency hedged product does not insulate the portfolio against losses. 

In a rising interest rate environment, the value of fixed-income securities generally declines. 
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